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 BLACK JAKE & THE CARNIES is a thrill-a-minute mixture of musical mayhem. Birthed 

in 2002, this steaming locomotive of twisted traditional instrumentation jumps right off the 

tracks and just keeps on coming. Dare to look away as the specter of grim death itself is 

bedecked in flashing lights and multicolored manic extravagance! Resist the mesmerizing lure 

of stage chaos as you join in the Carnies’ raucous chorus! Risk humiliating defeat and 

dizzying victory in a savage storm of pan-pigmented plastic projectiles! Black Jake & the 

Carnies is truly an experience of sight, sound, and thrown objects unlike any other.  

Led by pied piper “Black Jake” Zettelmaier on banjo and lead vocals, Black Jake & the 

Carnies members are Gus Wallace on the fiddle, Zach Pollock on mandolin/vocals, “Jumpin’ 

Joe” Cooter on the bass guitar, Billy “the Kingpin” LaLonde on drums/washboard/vocals, and 

J.C. Miller on accordion/ vocals. These nontraditional ne’er-do-wells disinter traditional 

instruments from their folky tombs, and imbue them with new unnatural life. Jolts of punk, 

ragtime, blues, and circus music course through every fiber, creating a rampaging “Crabgrass” 

monster of dynamic energy you can’t ignore. Friend and foe alike can’t help but marvel at 

their attention-grabbing, foot-stomping, genre-throttling licks.  

From farmer’s markets to festivals, dive bars to exclusive clubs, radio shows to music 

theaters, these sharp-dressed killers have thrilled them all. Notorious for their manic stage 

antics, Black Jake & the Carnies will leave you melted, pelted -- maybe welted -- and loving 

it.Jumpin’ Joe Cooter reaches new heights of bounding energy, somehow surviving each spill 

and fall with bass and bones intact -- so far. A hypnotic flashing severed chicken head leers 

menacingly from the strobing bass drum, threatening complete mastery of all sense and 

reason. Chasing lights slung under an helplessly tormented banjo warn of sudden fiery flashes 

of righteous ire. Colorful balloons set the stage for disorderly games of skill and audacity, 

pitting audience members against each other -- and the Carnies -- in contests of ball-throwing 

madness designed to derail and delight. 

These bright lights and dazzling sounds are here for a limited time only, so act now! BOOK 

Black Jake & the Carnies -- SEE Black Jake & the Carnies -- and HEAR Black Jake & the 

Carnies now, while you still can. Don’t forget to catch their first acclaimed CD “Where the 

Heather Don’t Grow,” available now; and stay tuned for their latest album, “Sundry 

Mayhems,” slated for release in summer 2011. 
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